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Answer AII The Followinq Questions:
Questior? N.9,,0,t: [ 20 lrntl
For the 3-DOF (RRP) SCARA arm of a manipulator shown in FtgflN.

1- Assign frames and tabulate the joint-link parameter,
2- Determine the transformation matrices relating successiui ffii
3- Obtain the orientation and position of the end-effector relatirebfEhe,
4- Check the correctness of the results and describe it at the hoEE posffon,
5- Compute the orientation and position of the end-effector if ilre i*il rfteb uefrr

ls q= [60' 120u 20 cm ]' with d1 = 10 cm, dr= 50 cm, aa= 3{lcrn

Question No.(21: [ 20 Markl
Derive the Hamilton's canonical equations of the shown systern in Fig.(2).
All data are given.

Question No.{31:

Fis.(2)

[ 20 Mark]
A cantilever of flexural rigidity El, length L and mass per unit length p performs a
transverse vibration. lf the free end of the beam is fastened to a motor of mass m ffi
shown in Fig.(3), derive the frequency equation of the present continuous system.

Fig.(1)



Question NSaH\: [ 20 Mark]
Consider the stepped bar shown in Fig.(4), when its free end is subjected to the
axial load F = 500 N. The bar has the following data:

Er = Ez = 2x1011 N/m2, pr = pz= Z.gxtOs kg/mt
A1=2A2. 2A clrl2 n Lr = Lz = 80 cm.

Use the finite element technique to obtain the natural frequencies and plot the
corresponding mode shapes.

Question No.(5t' [ 20 Mark]
A rnarine propulsion is shown in Fig.(5). For the analysis of torsional vibration,
the installation can be modeled as the system shown, where the mass moments
of inertia for the engine, gearbox, and propeller taken about the axis of rotation
are Is, 16, afld Ip respectively, and the stiffnesses of the gearbox and propeller
shafts are K6 and Kp respectively. lf damping can be neglected, the numerical
values are:

lp = 516-*2.5 Is=2.0 kg.mt, Ke = 3 Kp = 360 kN.m/rad,
(a)- Derive in matrix form the differential Equations governing the torsional

vibration of the system,
(b)- State whether the system has rigid body mode. Give reasons.
(c)- Calculate the naturalfrequencies and corresponding mode shapes, and give

the position of the node for each frequency.

Fis.(b)
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